Experience Washington University to Delmar Loop on the Ten Toe Express

TOTAL WALK DISTANCE: 1 mile (one-way)
Washington University’s Danforth Campus is a lovely place to walk, but be prepared to use stairs. The oldest buildings were part of the 1904 World’s Fair.

Directions:
• Take MetroLink to Skinker Station and make your way to the southwest corner of Millbrook and Skinker (diagonally across from Kayak’s).
• Walk south on Skinker. Turn right and walk west into the shaded walkway parallel to Brookings Drive.
• Climb the steps to Brookings Hall (or detour to the ramps on either side).
• Pass through the archway. Cross the quadrangle into Ridgely Hall (where you will find rest rooms and a snack bar). Pass through the beautifully restored Holmes Lounge and exit to your right.
• Walk left toward the Library and then bear right on a diagonal.
• A pedestrian bridge to your right takes you over MetroLink and then to Ackert’s Walkway.
• The Walkway merges with Melville Avenue to take you to Delmar.
• Retrace your steps to double your mileage or ride MetroBus #97 to Delmar or Clayton Station.

To Increase Your Steps:
• Combine this walk with Ten Toe maps for Delmar Loop, Market in the Loop, Lewis Park or Parkview.